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HARALD FROSCHAUER
CEO

We know about the importance of quality and stability of 
value. Create a noble base of 100% virgin vinyl with us as 
a competent partner.



RELIABLE AND QUIET

My H.O.M.E., the place where we eat, sleep, celebrate and where our children 
grow up… should be the place where we feel good and where we want to enjoy 
a stressless (carefree) life. The base for this is HAFRO Infinity Vinyl Design 
Floors, which are produced 100% phthalate-free. To keep your privacy and to 
avoid that your neighbours can follow every step you take we have integrated 
a high-quality sound insulation which ensures a pleasant and quiet room en-
vironment.

EASY CARE

No matter whether you come home from a walk with your dog or the children 
cause devastation with their rubber boots, our HAFRO Vinyl Design Floors re-
quire a minimum of maintenance. Easy care with HAFRO 3000 mop for daily 
standard cleaning. The special topcoat of our floors keeps them save from dirt 
and moisture.

DO IT YOURSELF

Every skilled do-it-yourselfer will enjoy the easy installation system of HAFRO 
Infinity Rigid Design Floors.

All tiles or planks of our Rigid Infinity Design Floors are equipped with a drop-
down click or a 5G-C dropdown lock-system for a very simple installation. As 
an impact sound insulation is already installed on the back, no additional insu-
lation is required for turning your home into a peaceful place.

Our professional series „gluing-sheets“ must be glued and has no sound in-
sulation.

A LIVELONG COMPANION

HAFRO Infinity Vinyl Design Floors are designed to withstand the challenges of 
today‘s life cycle while ensuring a long service life. The special topcoat makes 
them incredibly resistant and impressive. The use of a waterproof RIGID CORE 
prevents water and any other liquids from causing irreparable damage.

20 years guarantee in private use.
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NATUR

LENGTH: 1220 MM
WIDTH: 181 MM
THIKNESS: 6 MM
SYSTEM: DROPDOWN CLIC

WOOD LOOK

FLOORBOARD
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POLAR
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LENGTH: 1220 MM
WIDTH: 181 MM
THIKNESS: 6 MM
SYSTEM: DROPDOWN CLIC

WOOD LOOK

FLOORBOARD



HONEY OAK
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LENGTH: 1220 MM
WIDTH: 181 MM
THIKNESS: 6 MM
SYSTEM: DROPDOWN CLIC

WOOD LOOK

FLOORBOARD



FIEMME
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LENGTH: 1220 MM
WIDTH: 181 MM
THIKNESS: 6 MM
SYSTEM: DROPDOWN CLIC

WOOD LOOK

FLOORBOARD
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NATUR

SMOKEY

HONEY OAK

POLAR

FIEMME

STONE

OLD GREY

1220 mm

181 mm

6 mm

Dropdown Clic

GLUE-DOWN SHEETS

Also available as an adhesive-
sheet for full-surface gluing.

WOOD LOOK

SUPER-SILENT
EASY INSTALLATION
MEGA STABLE
MAXIMAL ELASTIC



COUNTRY

LENGTH: 1830 MM
WIDTH: 228 MM
THIKNESS: 6,5 MM
SYSTEM: 5G-C DROPDOWN CLIC

WOOD LOOK

GUTSDIELE
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COUNTRY

1830 mm

228 mm

6,5 mm

5G-C Dropdown Clic
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THIKNESS

WOOD LOOK

SUPER-SILENT
EASY INSTALLATION
MEGA STABLE
MAXIMAL ELASTIC



GRAPHIT

LENGTH: 940 MM
WIDTH: 470 MM
THIKNESS: 6 MM
SYSTEM: DROPDOWN CLIC

STONE LOOK

PLATE
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ZEMENT
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LENGTH: 940 MM
WIDTH: 470 MM
THIKNESS: 6 MM
SYSTEM: DROPDOWN CLIC

STONE LOOK

PLATE



TRAVERTIN

GRAPHIT

ANTRAZITH

ZEMENT

940 mm

470 mm

6 mm

Dropdown Clic

P
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T
E

LENGTH

WIDTH

THIKNESS

STONE LOOK

SUPER-SILENT
EASY INSTALLATION
MEGA STABLE
MAXIMAL ELASTIC
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VINYL ALL INCLUSIVE

For all our HAFRO Infinity Vinyl Design Floors suita-
ble steps are available. Whether in the profile CLASSIC 
or MODERN, this option transforms your home into a 
perfectly shaped design object.

PROFILE // MODERNPROFILE // CLASSIC



RIGID STRUCTURE
The Hafro Infinity Vinyl collection consists of a rigid carrier (RIGID CORE), 
which is a combination of vinyl and dimensionally stable and moisture-
resistant rock flour. This gives the design floor excellent durability and 
long life.

EASY CARE
Hafro Infinity Vinyl products are supplied with a factory-coated surface 
that does not require any special finishing treatment after installation. 
Freshly spilled liquids and impurities can be easily removed with a neut-
ral cleaning agent. Strong solvents such as thinners or acetone must not 
be used. Easy Care, with a wet or dry „HAFRO 3000“ mop.

FOOT WARM
Hafro Infinity vinyl design floors can also be laid on exis-
ting smooth floors in renovation projects. Also on existing 
floors with floor heating.

QUIET
All Hafro Infinity vinyl design floors are 
equipped with XPE impact sound insu-
lation, which reduces footfall sound and 
ensures pleasant room acoustics. Up to 
17dB.

100% WATERPROOF
The entire Hafro Infinity Vinyl collection 
is 100% waterproof. Therefore they can 
be installed in any room, even in damp 
rooms. Tip: Make sure that the surfa-
ce is dry to avoid the Dimensionion of 
mould.

100% PHTHALAT FREE
All Hafro Infinity Vinyl products are certified to a number 
of standards such as French A+. It is also good to know 
that they only contain organic plasticizers but no phthala-
tes, no formaldehyde, no cadmium. Our vinyl is ecological 
and recyclable for good reason.

5G-C DROPDOWN CLIC
The Hafro Infinity vinyl floorboard has the unique Vällinge 5G-C locking 
technology, which makes it easy to install by simply clicking the planks 
together. The 5G-C Locksystem is the most modern in its class.

HARD WEARING
The surface of the Hafro Infinity Vinyl 
collection is provided with a particular-
ly strong special coating, which gives 
the floors a very high resistance to ab-
rasion, scratches and water.

100% RECYCLABLE
The overall construction of the Hafro Infinity vinyl design 
floor is thermally recyclable due to its components and 
therefore 100% recyclable.

QUALITY

GLUE-DOWN SHEETS
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Immerse yourself in the world of Hafro Edle Holz-
böden. We offer you the opportunity to be inspired 
in our showrooms. Commit, experience and find the 
floor that suits you perfectly. You can choose from a 
selection of over 100 products. With our professional 
advice on site we offer an optimal all-round service.

LOFT // SHOWROOM // EBEN



 


